
Job Description 

Business Unit Carrier Ltd Name of position Digital Content Executive 

Location Didsbury, Greater Manchester  Supervised by Content & Publishing Manager 

 Date February 2019 Full time / part time Full time 

Overview 

This is an exciting opportunity to join and help mould the future online strategy for a leading luxury travel brand. 

We are looking for a creative, commercially astute Digital Content Executive who has previous experience in 

managing websites, with a focus on SEO, conversion and UX strategies. A hands-on approach to site management 

and development is required; strong copywriting and problem solving skills are essential.  
 

Responsible for: 

 Developing user journeys and content for both B2C and B2B markets; ensuring they deliver the best user 

experience, engagement and commercial outcome for the business 

 Creation, management, quality, performance and auditing of product, service and company web pages 

 Implementation of an SEO strategy to provide significant growth in organic traffic to carrier.co.uk 

 Supporting the Content Editors with continual enrichment and optimisation of inspirational web content 

in line with the SEO strategy 

 Advising the marketing team on best practise SEO and content themes to drive SEO growth 

 Ensuring content meets brand values and guidelines; is informed, engaging and provides a point of 

differentiation 

 Tracking and reporting in order to implement improvements to optimise conversion and user journeys 

 Generate ideas and recommendations for the website that reinforces the Carrier brand and brand values, 

shows our product in a desirable and user friendly way and supports marketing campaigns online 

 Working with our web development agency to brief, manage and implement web development and 

projects  
 

This is a new role which will sit within a small department supporting the Content & Publishing Manager and two 

Content Editors, whilst working closely with the Marketing, Studio and Product teams.  

Key responsibilities 

Website development: 

 UX: to assist and drive forward the ongoing development of the Carrier website, improving the user 

experience. To develop and optimise the customer journey across a variety of products and services, 

maximising conversion rates and commercial performance 

 Conversion / CRO: monitor and measure agreed conversion of key goals, including online enquiry forms, 

phone calls, live chat and email sign ups. Implement robust tracking, reporting and A/B split testing. Using 

the data to make recommendations to improve overall site conversion and the customer journey 

 SEO: to assist the Content & Publishing Manager with driving and implementing the SEO strategy through 

on and off-page optimisation – reducing duplicate content, 404 errors and poor quality inbound links. 

Knowledge of the technical aspects of SEO is important  

 Reporting / analytics: to monitor the effectiveness of product pages via Google Analytics and other 

measurement tools and to compile monthly statistics and regular reports, as required. Use this data to 



provide recommendations to optimise content on product pages to improve conversion, online user 

journeys / behaviour and the general user experience 
 

Content creation: 

 Drive the plan for content enhancement across the site to support SEO and conversion goals 

 Take ownership of creation and maintenance of product content for selected areas; transform factual 

product information into credible, customer-centric copy – delivering content that is relevant and 

responsive to our customer needs 

 Ensure all copy published meets brand tone, personality and guidelines, ensuring great attention to detail 

and accuracy at all times. Carrier’s brand voice is elegant and evokes emotion; must be a strong 

copywriter who is able to write to a high standard 

 Liaise with Studio to ensure images / rich media are the best they can be through detailed selection, 

cropping and retouching. Ultimately, meeting the expectations of a luxury brand 
 

Minimum requirements 

 Of graduate calibre, preferably with a Marketing or Digital qualification 

 Prior experience of website management and development, working with content management systems 

and knowledge of content marketing 

 To have a sound understanding and working practice of SEO including on-site optimisation and technical 

off-site aspects required in an SEO strategy 

 Demonstrate success in managing SEO, improving website conversion and growing organic traffic  

and performance 

 Working knowledge of HTML desirable 

 Strong analytical skills 

 A good eye for design and a creative flair 

 Excellent copywriting skills 

 Exceptional proof-checking skills and accuracy of work 

 Ability to work reactively and proactively in a fast-paced environment and demonstrate good time-

management 

 Ability to work on own initiative and as part of a team 

 Previous experience with a leisure or premium brand desirable 
 

Personal attributes / style 

 Striving for high standards and exceptional attention to detail is imperative 

 Passionate about digital, travel and the written word 

 Hands-on and not afraid to roll sleeves up 

 Multi-tasker; good at trouble-shooting and dealing with obstacles 

 Assertive, outgoing and a confident communicator when liaising with colleagues and external agencies 

 Highly organised, accurate and efficient 

 Resourceful and practical, with a positive “can do” attitude 

 Goal driven  

 Flexible and adaptable to changing priorities 
 

 


